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Offers 100 timbres ranging from ghostly shimmering through
dense orchestral drones. these sampled instruments can be

directly placed into any patch or Mapped/Adjusted to create any
number of unique effects. A must have addition for electronic

music producers interested in expanding their sound palette. Your
search for a 5 part orchestra and choir sample library concludes

with xFIT’s sample pack. xFit’s Large 5 part ensemble library
comes with a complete set of 5 choir patches, as well as an

orchestral library of playable timbres, full of astounding character.
The suite includes 5 concert grand piano samples, a five-piece

percussion ensemble, full orchestra, choir, and a 6-part choir. The
samples are presented in stereo format, ideal for stereo or layered
use in DAWs and plugins. In addition to the 5 choir and orchestral

patches, the set also includes a 5-part choir, a percussion
ensemble, full orchestra, and a 6-part choir. Each sample is split

into two versions: a low and high resolution audio file. The sample
download includes 5 different kinds of drum kits: Asian, Big Band,

Rock, House, and Dark. Each kit has its own set of kits and the
samples are provided in stereo format, ideal for stereo or layered

use in DAWs and plugins. The sample download includes five
different kinds of drum kits: Asian, Big Band, Rock, House, and

Dark. Each kit has its own set of kits and the samples are provided
in stereo format, ideal for stereo or layered use in DAWs and
plugins. The album contains almost 100 of the highest-quality

orchestral strings, each built around a waltz motive, allowing you
to extract a rich spectrum of musical ideas you can use for

composing, arranging and improvising.
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Ableton Live's
OSC4 is one of
the best known

and most
versatile

oscillators and
synths out

there. Through
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the OSC4's
many different
filter modes, it

can create
sounds from
phasers to

classic "Filter R"
dreamy sounds.

The OSC4 is
able to create
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extremely
different sounds

ranging from
straight synths

to shrill and
squealing tones.

Use the filter
modes to

arrange and mix
different
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patterns to
create your own

unique or
vintage sounds.

The first and
only

professional,
non-VST

instrument for
touch controllers
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in Ableton Live!
The orchestrator

is a four-voice
synth with two

velocity
sensitive filter
modes, a noise

generator, a
sample/hold and
an oscillator. It
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has a multitude
of parameters

and its
articulation

engine can be
used for

numerous
effects and

improvisations.
Radio Slave's
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Orchestral
Strings sample
library contains

all the top
elements of

sound design:
from plucks and
sustained bows
to horn timbres
and rhythmic
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accents. The
package also
includes over

500 MB of sound
libraries for

creating
completely new

beats. From
slow drum loops

to fast disco
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hits, a wide
range of 30
construction
kits, 15 synth
banks, 5 Kits,

and the German
Construction Kit,

are at your
disposal. Get the
unique sounds
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of legendary
techno DJ and
producer Radio
Slave, perfectly
integrated into
Ableton Live.
This techno

toolkit includes
over 500 MB of
synth, bass and
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drum loops, as
well as

customized
Instrument,
Drum, and

Effect Racks.
Inside

Orchestral
Strings you'll
find various
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articulations and
notes of plucks,
sustained bows

and accents,
already

organized into
categories like
Pizzicato and

Tremolo in the
Bitwig Sampler.
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They're also
incorporated

into a variety of
creative presets
that use Note FX

and other
processing, so

they're ready for
composition

right out of the
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box. All you
have to do is
download the

package.
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